INTRODUCTION
The use of synchronized populations of proliferative cells has been. advantageous for the investigation of events of the cell cycle (4, 5, 15) . Most investigations, however, have been carried out with procaryotic and eucaryotic single cells because dependable techniques for synchronization of cells in tissues were virtually unknown . It is therefore desirable, if not necessary, to develop procedures at the tissue level if the mitotic cycle is to be analyzed under conditions where metaphytic as well as metazoic cells are constrained anatomically and undergo normal differentiation .
The present note describes the methodology and the cell population kinetics of synchronized cells in the meristem of cultured isolated pea roots . The methodology takes advantage of the fact that the asynchronously dividing cells segregate exclusively into the GI and G2 stages of the mitotic cycle when cultured aseptically in White's medium (14) , devoid of carbohydrate (10, 11, 12) . By sequential provision and deprivation of sucrose in conjunction with 5-fluoro-deoxyuridine (FUdR, Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc., Nutley, N. J .), an inhibitor of DNA synthesis, the meristematic cells can be accumulated in G1 and their distribution at the G I /S boundary can be experimentally regulated . RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION
The manner in which labeled interphase cells appear when continuously supplied tritiated thymidine (T-3 H) describes cell distribution in G 1 . In meristems starved of carbohydrate for 48 hr (hereafter termed S .P.), the distribution is rectangular and slightly offset from the G I /S boundary. This is demonstrated by the constant linear increase of labeled cells with time following a 4-5 hr delay after the addition of 270 sucrose to the medium (Fig . I a, closed triangles) . If, however, they are incubated in medium with 2 /0 sucrose for 12 hr (a sucrose "spurt"), starved of carbohydrate for another 12 hr (recovery period), and then returned to medium with sucrose, the first cells enter S within 30 min (Fig . 1 a, open circles) . The addition of 1 X 10-s M FUdR to the medium during the 12 hr spurt, however, effectively accumulates the cells at the GI /S boundary as evidenced by the altered pattern of entry into S (Fig. 1 a, (Fig . 1 b) demonstrated the efficacy of the technique, as only those treated with FUdR were synchronized at mitosis .
That the combined sucrose-FUdR spurt actually synchronized all the meristematic cells is seen from the data presented in Fig . 1 c . Here the accumulative per cent of labeled division figures is expressed as a function of time after the final provision of sucrose (zero hour on the graph) . In 48 hr S .P ., the percentage was 14 after 24 hr . For the meristems given a 12 hr spurt, it was 20, and in those treated with FUdR during the spurt, 38% was attained . In the latter case, the percentage was equivalent to the number of cells that entered into S (Fig . I a, solid circles), manifesting neither a net cell loss nor cell increase during the time interval between entry into S and mitosis .
The duration of the sucrose-FUdR spurt determined the manner in which the cells accumulated in G I and regulated the percentage of the total proliferative population that was positioned at the G I /S boundary (Table I A The resumption of cell progression in the mitotic cycle following the final transfer to medium containing sucrose and tritiated thymidine . cry period is changed, the number of cells at the GI/S boundary is altered as shown in Table I A . The highest percentage (89 t/o ) was obtained with an 18 hr sucrose-FUdR spurt and a 12 hr recovery period . Further increases in the duration of the sucrose-FUdR spurt virtually positioned all the cells at the GI/S boundary, but proved deleterious to subsequent cell progression in the cycle even when the recovery period was altered accordingly.
Confirmation of the cytological measurements was obtained when incorporation of T-3 H into DNA of cells treated with increased durations of sucrose-FUdR spurts was determined (Fig . 2) . Incorporation was measured for 1 hr beginning with the termination of the 12 hr recovery period . As noted in Fig . 2 , the percentage of labeled cells and the amount of T-3H incorporated into DNA form almost parallel curves that varied directly with the duration of the sucrose-FUdR spurt .
The ratio of labeled to total number of mitotic figures, LMF/TMF (Table I B) , was used to estimate the degree of synchrony. When the ratio was unity, the population at G1/S consisted of all the meristematic cells in the root tip and indicated optimum homogeneity . Both 12-and 18-hr sucrose-FUdR spurts followed by 12-hr recovery periods produced ratios of 1 . In experiments where the recovery period was either more or less than 12 hr, a ratio less than unity was obtained . It is necessary, therefore, to achieve the proper balance between the durations of the sucrose-FUdR spurt and the recovery period, if a high degree of homogeneity is desired .
In a tissue that has the inherent potential for both proliferative and differential activity, the question arises as to how the onset of differentiation and the transition of cells through the mitotic cycle are coordinated . The physiological state during which a cell may either continue in the mitotic cycle or enter into differential activity has not been defined . Wilson * Based on the rate of entry into S and the cumulative mitotic figure frequency after 24 hr. $ Following establishment of a stationary phase meristem (S .P .) .
after successfully completing GI do not leave the cycle and enter into a resting stage during their transition through the cycle. If cells were to leave the cycle after GI , the observed one-to-one rela-
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BRIEF NOTES tionship between the number of G I /S cells that initiate DNA synthesis and those that eventually divide would not hold . Webster and Van't Hof (13) have observed that for S .P . GI cells to enter into S, both RNA and protein synthesis are required, the requisite RNA being synthesized 4-8 hr prior to the protein . Although FUdR inhibits the synthesis of RNA and protein, as well as DNA, by mammalian cells after prolonged incubation (3), it has not been found to interfere with the synthesis of RNA and protein required for initiation of DNA synthesis by proliferative cells of S .P. It may, however, affect progress through the cycle by inhibiting the synthesis of functional RNA or protein required for transit through G2 and M . G I /S cells, however, are able to complete DNA synthesis with a high degree of synchrony, indicating that any presumed effect on macromolecular synthesis, other than DNA, may result in an alteration of the duration of the G2, M, or the second generation GI stage of the cycle . RNA synthesis, during the G2 stage of Physarum, has been reported to be greatly reduced by FUdR, provided that the amount of uridine present was inadequate (6) . During the S period, however, a reduction in RNA synthesis by FUdR could not be overcome by providing uri- DNA extracted according to Smillie and Krotkov (8) and collected on glass filters (7) for counting . dine, and it has been suggested that at least part of the newly synthesized DNA may be involved in RNA synthesis required for progression through G2 and M . Variable S -f G2 periods have been reported in lymphocytes synchronized by inhibition of DNA synthesis (9) . However, this observation could be ascribed to both the heterogeneity of the population and inherent dispersion during the cell cycle as well as to an FUdR effect on the kinetics of the cell cycle . The possibility that FUdR effects occurring in G I , but realized in the S and G2 stages of the cycle, are currently being investigated .
SUMMARY
The utilization of sequential and discrete cultural conditions consisting of prolonged carbohydrate starvation, provision of sucrose and FUdR, and a second starvation followed then by replenishment of carbohydrate has effectively synchronized the proliferative cells of root meristems in the GI stage of the mitotic cycle . The distribution of G1 cells and their passage through the cycle were measured with tritiated thymidine and radioautography .
The results indicated that all proliferative cells had accumulated at theGI/S boundary and, depending on the relative durations of the culture conditions, initiated DNA synthesis either instantaneously and uniformly or at a constant rate over a 5 hr period .
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